
 
 
The Lasselsberger Group founded 1957 in Pöchlarn, is a growing family owned Austrian enterprise with 
multiple subsidiaries in Austria, Croatia, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Russia and Asia. 
The core business is based on three divisions. 
Starting with the Minerals Division the Lasselsberger Group mines raw materials. These are further 
processed to finished products for the building industry by the Building Materials Division, followed by 
the Ceramics Division where tiles are manufactured. 
Beside the Austrian production the holding company fulfils consulting and reporting tasks to optimize 
processes, ensure high efficient and prepare the enterprise for future challenges such as new 
technologies or the fast moving economy.  

  
For strengthening our team in the headquarters, we are looking for a  

 
 

Process & Solution Manager  
(in-house / in the area of S/4HANA (m/f)) 

 

 

The role of an internal process and solution manager is to provide internal consulting in the area of 
Business Processes Management and System Solution Design. 
 
Your job profile includes the analysis of business processes, the contribution to the design of to-be 

processes, project management, derivation of conceptional guidelines for future system architecture 

and ensuring system stability and compliance of Lasselsberger Group processes towards solution 

implementations. 

You act as an integrator between business requirements and technology solutions in the context of the 

existing Lasselsberger Group ERP landscape as well as within a group-wide S/4HANA Greenfield 

program.  

Reporting to the Head of Group IT Applications, this role provides a key contribution to the fulfilments of 

Lasselsberger Group overall mission and objectives. You work closely with the Group Management and 

the divisions abroad. You are located in Vienna but projects are delivered for multiple entities across 

Eastern Europe. 

 
 
Your profile: 

 Several years of consulting experience in the areas of process and project management, 
preferably in an international environment. 

 Excellent knowledge in methods of process analysis and modelling as well as in requirements / 
demand management. 

 Several years of SAP ERP experience with a specialized module focus (FI/CO or SD/LE or 
MM/PP or BI/BPC) including good knowledge of interfaces in other modules (line of business 
areas). 

 Excellent verbal and written communication skills in English and German, any other Eastern 
European language appreciated but not mandatory. 

 Solution-oriented thinking, accuracy and IT affinity. 
 Strong conceptual skills as well as structured and autonomous work practices. 
 Project-related mobility and willingness to travel (up to 50%). 

 
 
 
 



Our offer: 
 Collaboration in an international and dynamic work environment, high level of independence, a 

motivated team to join and contribute to meet every day´s demands of increasing digitization. 
 The possibility to participate and contribute in an international and cross divisional Greenfield 

S/4HANA program. 
 The benefits of a family owned enterprise culture.  
 Many possibilities for further trainings and education.  

 
 Depending on your experience and qualifications, we offer a salary of 54.600 EUR gross/year. 

(All-in, variable components possible). 
 

Do we have your interest? 
Then send your meaningful application including motivation letter and salary statement with the 
subject "Process & Solution Manager" to jobs@lasselsberger.com or by mail to Lasselsberger GmbH, 
HR Department, Wörth 1, 3380 Pöchlarn. 

Any expenses incurred in connection with the application - such as travel costs, daily or overnight stays 
- will not be reimbursed. 
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